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Introduction
If it’s cool with you, we’d like to cut to the chase: Google Shopping is an amazing solution for all kinds of
people working in the retail sector. In this guide, we’ll strive both to defend that claim and to introduce you
to the basics of the online advertising platform that’s going to elevate your business to the next level. But
before we do that, let’s talk about who you are.
Maybe you’re the owner of an ecommerce business. A well-designed website and a thoughtful SEO strategy
have helped you establish a steady stream of orders through the organic search results. Things are going
well, but you’d like to make your products more visible on the SERPs.
Or maybe you’re a digital marketer working for the owner of an ecommerce business. With some wellwritten text ads and a healthy dose of remarketing across Facebook and the Google Display Network,
you’ve driven strong results. Nevertheless, your boss wants more prospects coming to the top of your
marketing funnel; the time has come to adopt a new channel.
Regardless of the specifics of your current situation, you’ve downloaded the right guide. Whether you’re
focused on expanding your remarketing pool or driving more sales right now, Google Shopping is the
solution you’re looking for.
So, without further ado, let’s get to the good stuff. Here’s everything you need to get rolling with Google
Shopping campaigns.

An Introduction to Google Shopping
When Google users search for products, they’re served Shopping ads. On desktop, they’re shown in a
grid format on the right side of the SERP.
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And on mobile, they’re shown in a carousel format at the
top of the SERP.
According to Search Engine Land, Shopping ads
account for roughly 75% of clicks from non-branded
product searches. All queries considered—branded
and non-branded—Shopping ads drive around 52%
of ecommerce advertisers’ clicks. Elsewhere, Smart
Insights reports that American ecommerce vendors who
advertise on Google drive 85% of their paid clicks from
Shopping ads.
Translation: failing to leverage Google Shopping is
a mistake.

How does Google Shopping work?
Short answer: a whole lot differently than does the rest
of Google Ads.
To become a Shopping advertiser, you have to link your
Google Ads account to Google Merchant Center. Don’t
worry—it’s a super simple process. You can take care
of it here. Once that’s settled, it’s time to set up your
product data feed—a spreadsheet that describes and
organizes every product in your catalogue in such a way
that Google can easily understand.

American ecommerce vendors who advertise on Google
drive 85% of their paid clicks from Shopping ads.
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Advertisers with small product catalogs can probably create their own feeds. Larger advertisers (those who
sell hundreds or thousands of products) will need to use an automated feed solution. When creating your
feed, you’ll have to provide the following information for each product in your catalog:
•

ID

•

Category

•

Title

•

Brand

•

Description

•

GTIN

•

Link

•

MPN

•

Image link

•

Condition

•

Availability

•

Item group ID

•

Price

•

Shipping

There’s a reason Google requires so much information: Shopping advertisers don’t create their own ads.
Instead, Google indexes your product data and uses it to create a digital profile for your store. (It does this
for every other Shopping advertiser, too, of course.)
That way, when a user searches for a product, Google has the information it needs to automatically
generate the most relevant Shopping ads.
Shopping advertisers don’t bid on keywords, either. Rather, as is the case with SEO, you target keywords
in your product titles and product descriptions. By doing this—and by providing other required pieces of
information, like product category and GTIN—you tell Google everything it needs to know to optimally
populate the search results.

Product search query: “women’s running shoes”
At this point, you’re probably wondering how Google knows the price to charge you for each click. We’ll
get there.
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Two important notes before we
go further
We promise: The remainder of this guide is dedicated to breaking down the tactics you can use to build
highly effective, money-making Google Shopping campaigns. But before we dive headlong into that, it’s
crucial that we quickly address two key topics that often give Shopping advertisers trouble: data feed
warnings and conversion tracking. Let’s discuss each in turn.

Data feed warnings
When it comes to Shopping, Google makes things crystal clear: Products that don’t meet their data feed
quality standards won’t be advertised on the SERP. In fact, if you let product data issues go unresolved
for too long, your Google Merchant Center account will be suspended and none of your products will be
eligible for advertisement. Evidently, your success as a Shopping advertiser depends on your diligence
when it comes to the quality of your product data feed.
Don’t worry: Google won’t suddenly kick your products off the SERP just because you’ve made a couple
mistakes across your feed. Once it’s been created and built out, your Google Merchant Center account
will be reviewed on a regular basis. If, during one of these regular reviews, Google finds product data
violations in your feed, you’ll be emailed with a warning. Within this email, you’ll be told what needs to
be fixed and how long you have to fix it.

Via Store Growers.
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The timeframe you’re given to fix your data feed issues is known as the warning period. During this
period, your Shopping ads will continue to run as if nothing’s wrong. Google will review your Merchant
Center account once again when the warning period ends. If you’ve fixed everything, you’re all good.
If you haven’t fixed everything, your account will be suspended and none of your products will be
advertised.
You can find everything you need to know about Google’s product data feed requirements here. Use
that page as a reference to make sure you’re not in violation of Google’s policies. If your account gets
suspended, contact Google here.

Conversion tracking
Creating a Merchant Center account, refining a product data feed, building Google Ads campaigns—
none of it’s worthwhile if you’re not using conversion tracking to see which of your Shopping ads lead
to purchases on your website. If you don’t know which of your products perform well—and which of
your products perform poorly—you won’t drive the returns you need to justify the amount of effort it
takes to run Google Shopping campaigns.
If you’re already using conversion tracking to keep an eye on product performance, that’s great! If not,
we recommend setting it up right now. You can always come back to this guide when you’re done.
With the help of this step-by-step guide from Google, it won’t take you long.

Use conversion tracking to see which of your Shopping
ads lead to purchases on your website.

How to build killer Google
Shopping campaigns
Google Merchant Center set-up—check. Product data feed creation—check. Now, it’s time to head
back into the Google Ads UI and create some Shopping campaigns. To get started, simply create a new
Google Ads campaign and select the Shopping campaign type.
As we mentioned in the previous section, there’s a huge, fundamental difference between Search
campaigns and Shopping campaigns. Search advertisers can directly control which search queries
trigger their text ads by bidding on active keywords. Shopping advertisers cannot. Therefore, as soon
as you select the Shopping campaign type, you automatically forfeit a lot of control over which queries
trigger your ads.
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We won’t sugarcoat it: This lack of control makes it challenging to succeed with Google Shopping. In
order to get drive as much return on ad spend (ROAS) as possible, you need to be extra thoughtful about
your campaign structure. On that note, let’s take a closer look at the individual components of Shopping
campaigns and how they come together.

The hierarchy of Shopping campaigns
As with all types of Google advertising, Shopping campaigns are housed in your Google Ads account;
your account represents the highest organizational tier, and your campaigns represent the secondhighest organizational tier. Each campaign houses ad groups, and each ad group houses product
groups. Your products live inside your product groups, representing the lowest organizational tier.
For the sake of clarity, here’s an oversimplified illustration of the Shopping campaign hierarchy:

Within a standard Search campaign, each ad group houses keywords and ads. In turn, you have the
power to target specific search queries and deliver specific messages. The key to this power is the fact
that keywords and ads living in the same ad group are tied together. If you were running a Search
campaign and one of your ad groups housed five keywords and a single ad, a user whose query
triggered one of those keywords would be served that ad.
Due to the lack of both active keywords and ads, Shopping campaigns are much trickier. In order to
control which search queries trigger specific products, you need the help of two tools: campaign priority
settings and negative keywords.

Campaign priority settings
For reasons we’ll discuss later in this guide, let’s say you have the same product living within two
separate Shopping campaigns. By extension, that means you have the same product living within two
separate product groups. This sounds harmless, but it matters: Shopping advertisers set their bids on
product groups, not on individual products.
One day, an online shopper searches for that product. This presents a problem for Google Ads: Which
bid do you want entered into the auction? Because the amount of money you bid directly impacts your
performance in the auction—and, thus, your likelihood of winning the sale—this isn’t a question that can
be left up to chance.
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Google will never show the same ad twice for a single search query.
This is where campaign priority settings come into play. When you create a Shopping campaign, you
can assign it a priority level: low, medium, or high. If two campaigns are housing the same product,
Google Ads will defer to the campaign with the higher priority setting whenever that product is triggered
by a user’s query—even if the campaign with the higher priority setting carries a lower bid. If two
campaigns with the same priority setting are triggered by a product search, Google Ads will defer to the
campaign with the higher bid.
We’ll come back to priority settings in a minute. For now, let’s pivot to negative keywords.

Negative keywords
Wait, what? Haven’t we repeatedly said that Shopping campaigns don’t involve keywords?
Confusing, we know. Although Shopping campaigns don’t involve active keywords—the ones you set
bids on when running standard Search campaigns—they do involve negative keywords.

Shopping advertisers set their bids on product groups,
not on individual products.
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Giving a full breakdown of negative keywords requires an entire blog post, so we’ll stick to the basics
for the purposes of this guide. When you add a negative keyword to a Shopping campaign, every single
product living within that campaign is automatically disqualified from any auction triggered by a query
that contains the negative keyword. For example, let’s say you sell athletic apparel and you’ve added
“Nike” as a negative keyword to one of your campaigns. From that point forward, none of the products
housed in that campaign will be advertised to users who include the term “Nike” in their search queries.
If that’s too sweeping of a measure for your taste, you can also add negative keywords at the ad group
level.

If Zappos added “Nike” as a negative keyword, this ad would disappear.
Used in tandem, priority settings and negative keywords can help you build the robust Shopping
campaign structures you need to maximize returns on your advertising budget.

Using priority settings & negative keywords to your advantage
If only one part of this guide sticks with you after you’ve finished reading, make sure it’s this one. In
this section, we’ll show you how to use priority settings and negative keywords to create highly effective
Shopping campaign structures.
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Before we get into specific tactics, let’s take a step back and discuss general strategy. The whole point
of running Shopping campaigns is to advertise your products at the precise moments when consumers
show interest in them. In other words, advertising on Google Shopping enables you to capitalize on
purchase intent. As powerful as that is, there’s a catch: Across the pool of Google searches for products
you sell, different consumers have different levels of purchase intent.

Across the pool of Google searches for products you sell,
different consumers have different levels of purchase intent.
To clarify, we’ll return to the example of your athletic apparel company. In this hypothetical scenario,
Adidas baseball cleats are some of your most popular items. Let’s zoom in and take a closer look at two
search queries that could trigger your ad for Adidas baseball cleats: “cleats” and “blue adidas baseball
cleats.” Technically speaking, your ad is relevant to both of these consumers. However, the latter
consumer—the one who searched “blue adidas baseball cleats”—presents you with a far more valuable
opportunity. Why? Because they’ve shown much greater purchase intent.

Whereas this shopper’s just getting started …
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… this shopper’s ready to pull the trigger.
Want a big ’ol takeaway to hold onto after you’ve finished reading? Here you go: Because search queries
with high purchase intent are your most valuable opportunities, you should bid more money on them.
Without the help of active keywords, achieving this requires some finesse. That’s what we’ll dive into
now, using the example of an athletic apparel company.
Your first step is to build a single Shopping campaign—let’s say it’s for men’s apparel. Right off the bat,
you should add “women,” “girls,” “boys,” and “children” as campaign-level negative keywords. From
there, you can create three ad groups: tops, bottoms, and footwear. Finally, you want to build tight
product groups that house closely related products. Because these product groups are where you’ll be
setting your bids, it’s important that each product within a given group represents similar value to your
business. For example, three product groups you may house within the footwear ad group are baseball
cleats, basketball sneakers, and running shoes.
Once you’ve fleshed out your campaign, create two identical duplicates of it to give yourself a total of
three campaigns. One will be your branded campaign, one will be your generic campaign, and one will
be your catch-all campaign.
Why this approach? Because the inclusion of a brand name in a search query often indicates greater
purchase intent. Therefore, you want the bids in your branded campaign to be high, the bids in your
generic campaign to be medium, and the bids in your catch-all campaign to be low.
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Begin by creating your generic Shopping campaign. To do this, open up one of the duplicates and create
a campaign-level negative keyword for each of the brand names you sell. This will ensure that the bids
within this campaign are automatically disqualified whenever a consumer includes a brand name in their
search query. Next, set the campaign priority level to high. This will ensure that the bids within your
branded campaign—your highest bids—are automatically disqualified whenever a consumer doesn’t
include a brand name in their search query. Finally, set bids on your product groups. They should be
modest—not too high, not too low.
Creating your branded Shopping campaign is even simpler. Open up one of the two remaining
duplicates and set the campaign priority level to medium. Then, set bids on your product groups.
Because these are the bids Google Ads will consider when consumers include brand names in their
queries (read: show high purchase intent), they should be higher than the bids in your generic campaign.
Finally, open up the third duplicate and set the campaign priority level to low. This is your catch-all
campaign—built solely as a default in case anything goes wrong with your other campaigns.

TL;DR: How to use priority settings & negative keywords to your advantage
•

Build an initial Shopping campaign. Create two duplicates for a total of three campaigns.

•

Pick one campaign. This will be your generic campaign. Add the name of each brand you sell
as a campaign-level negative keyword. Set the campaign priority level to high. Set a modest
bid on each product group.

•

Pick another campaign. This will be your branded campaign. Set the campaign priority level to
medium. Set a high bid on each product group.

•

The last remaining campaign is your catch-all campaign. Set the priority level to low. Set a low
bid on each product group.

Search queries with high purchase intent are your most
valuable opportunities: you should bid more money on them.
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Wait. What about Smart
Shopping campaigns?
Before we wrap up this introduction to Google Shopping, let’s talk about the heavily automated, highly
controversial Shopping campaign type Google introduced back in 2018: Smart Shopping.
Unlike a standard Shopping campaign, a Smart Shopping campaign extends far beyond Google’s search
results pages. Indeed, Smart Shopping is something of a hybrid: It enables time-crunched, budgetconstrained ecommerce businesses to advertise across Search, Display, YouTube, and Gmail all with a
single campaign.
How? Basically, after you’ve provided a product data feed, some visual assets (e.g., a logo), a couple
lines of text, a budget, and a target ROAS goal, Google uses all that information to serve dynamically
created ads for your products across their various web properties. You don’t have to build any
campaigns, assign any bids, or set any targeting parameters. Like we said: Smart Shopping is some
seriously automated stuff.
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As is the case with nearly all Google Ads automation, Smart Shopping comes with a mix of advantages
and disadvantages. For the overworked owner of a small ecommerce business who has no time to
manually build and optimize Google Shopping campaigns, the core benefit of using Smart Shopping is
the time savings. It’s the definition of a set-it-and-forget-it solution.
As far as disadvantages go, there are plenty. For one thing, there are no negative keywords. That’s
right—Smart Shopping campaigns don’t allow you to prevent irrelevant ad clicks. Plus, there’s virtually no
reporting. If you want to know which ad networks, search queries, or products are driving results for your
business, you’re out of luck. Finally, tools like device targeting, audience targeting, and bid adjustments
are completely out of your control.
The consensus: If you desperately want to spread your ecommerce brand and you have no time for
manual campaign management, give Smart Shopping a try with a small group of products. Using a
small sample will give you an opportunity to test the Smart Shopping waters without assuming too much
risk. Alternatively, if you have the time to manually manage your Shopping campaigns—or if you have the
budget to outsource that management—we recommend steering clear of Smart Shopping.

If you have the time to manually manage your Shopping
campaigns—or if you have the budget to outsource that
management—we recommend steering clear of Smart Shopping.

Google Shopping 101: Bringing it
all together
Whew! We’ve thrown a ton of information at you in this guide. In this last section, we’ll try to condense it
all down to some high-level insights you can walk away with.
The beauty of Google Shopping is that it allows you to advertise your products to the consumers who’ve
shown interest in buying them. As awesome as that is, when it comes to actually making a purchase,
different consumers have different levels of intent. The key to your success, then, is your ability to
adjust your bid to match the likelihood that a given consumer will actually buy your product.
If Shopping advertisers could use active keywords, that wouldn’t be too much of a challenge. Alas, it
doesn’t seem like Google will be giving ecommerce businesses that level of granular control any time
soon. Therefore, you have to make the most of what you’ve been given.
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What you’ve been given are campaign priority settings and negative keywords. Used in tandem,
these two tools allow you to confidently set bids that make sense given the various levels of intent your
prospects are showing. Although, for the sake of clarity, we used the example of an athletic apparel
company that resells merchandise from various brands, the tactics we’ve laid out will also work for those
of you who sell original products. The only difference is that you’ll have to replace the branded/generic
distinction with something else that’s relevant to your business. All that matters is that one campaign
is geared towards higher-intent search queries and the other is geared towards lower-intent search
queries.
As long as you can do this, Google Shopping will be a tremendous source of revenue for your
ecommerce business in no time!

ABOUT WORDSTREAM
WordStream is on a mission to make online advertising easy. The WordStream Advisor platform helps businesses of all sizes
maximize the results of their online advertising by giving advertisers powerful tools to easily build, manage and optimize
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Know More,
Waste Less
Get actionable advice on how to improve your account now with
WordStream’s FREE Google Ads Performance Grader.

GRADE YOUR ACCOUNT
www.wordstream.com/google-adwords
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